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Alaska A • las • ka

offense of • fense

reason rea • son

viewed viewed

stampede stam • pede

legal le • gal

We pass most laws for a good reason.  Some of the laws may seem silly.  But

there might be a good reason to have the law.

Here are three laws from Alaska.

Moose may not be viewed from an airplane.  What do you think?  Is the moose

afraid of a plane?  Do you think there could be a stampede?  Maybe the moose or

people could get hurt.

It is also an offense to push a live moose out of a moving airplane.  What

problem is this law trying to solve?

While it is legal to shoot bears, waking a sleeping bear to take his picture is

against the law.  Do sleeping bears get mad when you wake them?

ALASKAN ANIMALS

1. Write another word for “view.” ________________________________________

2. One Alaskan law says you can’t view ____________________ from an airplane.

3. Why do they have this law?  Write two sentences from the story that might tell

us why. __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________
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Use the words in the box to fill in the blanks.

moose    out    seem    shoot

Alaska    wake    could    problem

We pass most laws for a good reason.  Some of the laws may

___________________ silly.  But there might be a good reason to have the law.

Here are three laws from ___________________.

Moose may not be viewed from an airplane.  What do you think?  Is the

___________________ afraid of a plane?  Do you think there could be a stampede?

Maybe the moose or people ___________________ get hurt.

It is also an offense to push a live moose ___________________ of a moving

airplane.  What ___________________ is this law trying to solve?

While it is legal to ___________________ bears, waking a sleeping bear to take his

picture is against the law.  Do sleeping bears get mad when you

___________________ them?

ALASKAN ANIMALS

1. How could a stampede be dangerous?__________________________________

________________________________________________________________

2. Why do you think Alaskans made it illegal to wake a sleeping bear?

________________________________________________________________

3. If you follow the law, are you doing something legal or illegal (not legal)?

________________________________________________________________


